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Abstract

FluidTokens introduces the Aquarium protocol, a groundbreaking solution on the Cardano
blockchain that enables fee-less transactions, payment of transaction fees with custom
tokens, and safe automation of smart contracts. This whitepaper delves into the mechanics
of the Aquarium protocol, where users can create FeeTanks filled with ADA and set
customizable conditions for others to spend them. The protocol leverages Aquarium
Lambdas for transaction spending conditions and Aquarium Rules for automating smart
contract actions, all executed by a decentralized network of FluidTokens validators.
Aquarium simplifies blockchain complexities, offering an intuitive platform for diverse
applications seeking streamlined user experiences.

1. Introduction

FluidTokens presents the Aquarium protocol, redefining the Cardano blockchain landscape
by introducing fee-less transactions, payment of fees with custom tokens, and safe
automation of smart contracts. This innovative protocol simplifies complex blockchain
interactions, enabling a seamless user experience for a variety of applications.

2. Aquarium Protocol Components

FeeTanks
Users can create FeeTanks, which are ADA-filled containers with customizable spending
conditions. These conditions include user affiliation with specific dApps, receipt of custom
tokens, or execution of actions on specific smart contracts.

Aquarium Lambdas
Aquarium Lambdas are the technological backbone that enables spending ADA from
FeeTanks under specified conditions. These conditions may involve user affiliation, token
receipt, or the execution of specific smart contract actions.

Aquarium Rules
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Aquarium Rules define triggers for the automatic execution of smart contract actions. Users
can set rules based on periodic intervals or specific events, enhancing the protocol's
capabilities for automation.

FluidTokens Validators
A decentralized network of FluidTokens validators ensures the secure execution of
transactions and smart contract actions. Validators receive a nominal fee for their role in
maintaining the integrity and efficiency of the Aquarium protocol.

3. Use Cases

dApp User Sponsorship
dApps can sponsor their users' transactions, allowing them to transact fee-lessly or with
custom tokens. This feature attracts users and simplifies interactions within the dApp
ecosystem.

Token Empowerment
FeeTanks can be spent in exchange for certain custom tokens, empowering Cardano native
tokens or accepting stablecoins as transaction fees. This flexibility enhances token utility and
interoperability.

Smart Contract Automation
Aquarium Rules facilitate the automated execution of smart contract actions based on
predefined conditions, reducing the need for manual intervention and simplifying the
development process.

4. Decentralized Transaction Execution

FluidTokens validators execute transactions securely, adhering to cryptography rules that
prevent any unauthorized alterations. Validators play a crucial role in maintaining the
integrity and quick execution of transactions.

5. User Onboarding and Simplified Experiences

Aquarium simplifies the onboarding of complex applications, providing an intuitive platform
for developers who seek to integrate with the Cardano blockchain without delving into
intricate blockchain intricacies.



6. Conclusion

FluidTokens' Aquarium protocol signifies a transformative leap in the world of Cardano
transactions and smart contract automation. By offering fee-less transactions, customizable
payment options, and streamlined automation, Aquarium simplifies blockchain interactions
for developers and users alike. The protocol's decentralized execution and user-friendly
design make it a powerful tool for applications seeking efficiency and ease of use on the
Cardano blockchain. As Aquarium advances, it propels the blockchain ecosystem towards a
more accessible and dynamic future.


